Ion joined by just one bond;
it later detaches and drifts away.

x

Ion A joined by one bond is
possible surface nucleus of
next layer - if a B joins it.

New
terrace
growing

Time

New terrace grows before
one below is complete.

Nanoscopic
architecture yields this
micro- to macroscopic form:

Ion at first joined by just one
bond, but bonded twice after
Newly-arrived arrival of counterion
counterion joined
by two bonds

Nanoscopic
architecture yields this
micro- to macroscopic form:

This model, in its general principles, explains why rapid precipitation promotes elongate crystals. Common examples are chalcedony (elongate) rather than
quartz (equant) or elongate to fibrous calcite rather than equant calcite.
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Ion at first joined by just one
Newly-arrived
bond, but bonded twice after
counterion joined
arrival of counterion
by two bonds

Fast supply of components A and B

Filled terrace
(other A ions may have
singly bonded to terrace
but since drifted away.)

B

Ion at first joined by just one
bond, but bonded twice after
arrival of counterion
Newly-arrived
counterion joined
Previous surface- Previous surfaceby two bonds
nucleus pair
nucleus pair

Kink
Step
Precipitation will be fastest (i.e., newly-joined ions
will be most likely to stay rather than re-dissolve) at
kinks (where a joining ion is triply bonded), slower at
edges (which offer two bonds) and slowest on
terraces (which offer just one bond).

Terrace

Ion joined by
three bonds

Old surface nucleus now
joined by five bonds

Ion at first joined by just one Newly-arrived
bond, but bonded twice after counterion joined
by two bonds
arrival of counterion

Pre-exisitng crystal surface should be much larger in X and Y directions

y

Starting point: a flat
crystal surface (here,
a pizza-boxshaped
crystal)

One ion A joined by one bond
Ion joined by four bonds
can be surface nucleus of next
layer. It waits a long time for a B
Ion joined by
to join it - or perhaps it drifts away.
two bonds

Slow supply of component B

A

The sketches below show the general case of a more abundant ion A and less abundant counterion (ion of opposite charge) B precipitating from
solution to form mineral AB. If a singly-bonded ion A has a residence time of n nanoseconds on a terrace before it detaches and drifts away in solution, but
it will not drift away if a counterion B joins it to make it doubly bonded, the probability of the arrival of new B ions (i.e., their rate of supply) determines the
rate of generation of new structural planes and thus of the steepness of the sides of the crystal.

How rate of solute supply can control crystal morphology

Railsback's Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry

